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l, CqAtg$ g_{,ths,Veetlng: The executlve commlttee of SNCC met ln Atlanta
durti-g-Ef,e-f our-Tays at tEe end of 1963. The meeting was attended by the
folLowlng members of the executlve committee, whole or part tlmel John Lewls,
James Forman, Courtland Cox, Gloria Rlchardson, Lest,er McKlnnle, Marlon Berry,
Joan Trumpauer, ElLa Baker, Ilonard Ztnn, Wl111e Paul Berrlen; by ProJect heads
Bob MoseB, Charles Sherrod, Reglnald RoblnBon, I^ll.111am Hansen, Sam Shlrah' and
numerous other staff and ex-staff who lrere ln Atlanta for thls meetlnB or for
other reason6. The pattern foLlowed r{as that of open dlscueston of whatever
matter was before us for the fl.rst few days, followed by a closed executlve
coumlttee ln which flnal decislons and implenentation was declded uPon, based
on the consensus of the larger meeting.
The meetlng took place in Atl.anta at the tlme of a developlng Protest of
Dobbs llouse, Inc.r f€stuarant6, as a result of refusal of servlce at a Toddle
House restuarant ln Atlanta Just before Chrtstmas. Durtng the tlme of the

meeting demonBtrattons were being carrled on at the reotuarantE in Atlanta,
led by Dlck Gregory and assisted by members of SNCC (slnce the local. Committee on Appeal for Human Rights was away from School) and at tlmes the entlre
group was present tn Atlanta. The context of action provlded a useful tenslon between action and thought and rras tne subJect of much discuselon durlng the eourse of the meetlng.
Anocher part of Ehe context of the meeting was the development of a communlty-ortenrid proJect"ln the sectlon of Atlanta known aa Buttenmil-b Bottom,
betng carrled o,rt bt SNCC fteld secretarLes. At ttmes, the grouP Parttclpaged ln actlon ln Butterrntlk Bottom as weLl.
'
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i ect

ButtenmlLb Bottom, Agenddt

The rneettng began with a report by Reglnald Roblnson on what actlon was
taklng place |n Butiermtlk Bottomr t€Latlng lt to the lunch counter demonsttatione and ca11lng for the acElle iartlctpaitott of the Executlve Conmlttee.
DlrCusslons followed',ln whtch dtre following points lrere made:

1.
Z,
3.
4,
5.

ttButtermllk Bottomstt (hard core slum areas) exiet everyhrhere in the USA.
If we are golng Eo address oureelves to such areas, lt must be comprehenelvely and not sporadlcally a6 we stumble lnto then. The root Probl,en 1s unemployment, a natlonal lssue (Cox) .
It is partfcutaify bad for SNCC not to attempt anythtng here slnce thls
ts the SNCC head quatters (Thelwel,l') .
We.need to handle a great many other probleue ftrst: the lnternal llfe
trylng to
of SNCCr B.gr rron€], staff, tose of o1d splrtt, €tct before
here
we
afe
why
Thla
ls
problem.
on
the
attack
undertake a nattonat
(Sherrod).
canrt eolve unemd.rr per6pectlve on theae problems hae to be: a) SNCC
governoent;
c) we canfederal
wlth
11es
ploynent'probleme; b) solutlon
to dlerupt
actlon
take
lre
unless
program,
but
not offer a comprehenslve
(Cox).
happen
wtl1
nothlng
actlon,
the politlcal scene to force
The lssue 1e not slmply the Federal GovernElent but the Potrer structure
Thts fulI'
of the socletyr whlch ir"" to be approached at all 1eve1s.SNCC
structuret
the
wlth
begun
Presenu
scale attack;i all levels can be
neceBsary(Thelwel1)
be
would
of
SNCC
and not too drastlc a re-examlnatlon
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Committee
structure
is obsolete.
Do we need
Perhaps our Coordinating
a smAll policy making group, a legal advisory
board to plan long range
stxategy
? How do we handle education.
both within and beyond SNCC--new
staff?
conferences
? Perhaps we should begin making specific national demands such
as a national
economic planning
commission.
What
discussion

we must do is to use the specific happenings
as a focal
of the broad questions
at the base of the problem.

point

of

Ella Baktn agneed with Vn. Zinn, 6eelinn that we place too much value on action and not enough
our time discussing

on planning.
two or three

and sugge~ted
that we spend a good
aspects of what Dr. Zinn raised.

deal

of

Other comments on this were made by several people, in general agreement.
It was expressed
that we ought to examine the assumptions
behind SNCC's
going into the rural areas to see whether
they were still valid.
Others felt
we should discuss what is the root of the problem:
not hatred, but power; and
where we place the person-to-person
relation,
nonviolence,
and religion
in
our w o rk ,

John Lewi~, chairman of this session. asked fo~ suggestions
for the agenda.
All suggestions
were turned over to a committee
composed
of Bob Moses, Courtland Cox, Charles Sherrod. Howard Zlnnj and Doris Derby for organisation
for
the rest of the meeting.
WASHINGTON

VEMONSTRATION:
B~ll Mahoney presented a proposal for a demonstration in Washington
on February
1 around the issue of youth unemployment.
The
purposes were to be twofold:
to bring the issue before the public.
and to demand broad and effective
legislation
to change the situation.
It was seen as
a demonstration
carried out by the Washington
SNCC office, drawing upon Washington people~ but with participation
invited from other pla~es.
(A written
proposal
is available
in the office.)
Points in the discussion
were:
1.

ought to keep in mind the civil rights bJll, and try to relate timing of
the demonstration
to the bill which has aspects relating
to unemployment.
(Anna Hedgeman)
Perhaps should make it larger, more national,
and later.
2.
should consider
some form of direct action in relation
to it.
Anniversary demonstrations
per se don't mean very much--direct
action in other
places in conjunction
with it might be a good idea (Ivanhoe Donaldson).
3.
should see this as a broad demonstrationt
local but supported
by demonstrations
in other places. on the theme of "civil rights and employment~
or ".lobs and civil rights" and relate it a Ls o to the bill (.T~TT' v"l"man).
It is not our role to give final solutions
to the unemployment
problem.
but to demand through noise and social dislocation.
Arrests
are not necessary in connection
with that demand, more important
to get many demonstrations.
4.
deomonstrations
for middle class demands do nothing for the lower claRs.
Must make sure not to become part of the black power structure
and relate to lower class.
Demonstrations
in Raleigh have not expressed
lower class demands
(Doug Harris).
The matter of Washington
tee for action.

Anna Hedgeman

demonstration

was

referred

to the Executive

Commit-

of the National Coun~il 06 Chuhcht~' Commi~~ion
on Religion
expressed
thanks from the Nee for the SNCC workers who participated in travel for the Commission
in five states in the Midwest.
She said
the church is beginning-to
move, thanks to the programs
such as that Midwest
travel.
At the last General Assembly
of the Nee they voted to support thp
discharge
petition
and are now working on plans for opposition
to the expect-

and Race,

SECONV

III •
The

agenda

where

SESSION~
was

presented

Evening, Vecembe~ 270
Vi~cu~~ion on Economic
Cou~tland Cox chai~ed the ~e~¢ion~
and

approved.

The discussion
o~ economics
we are working.

was

1.

Albany and Southwe~t Geo~gia:

2.

Mi4~i44ippi:

P~og~am.

(Attached)
begun

with

a look

at

the

local

areas

Cha~le~ She~~od. We work with people with
out money- mostly
on plantations
or maidso
There are no unions.
Negroes
are employed
in small numbers
in the factories.
This affects
our work
directly,
for without
economic
guarantees
people
are limited
in participation
in direct
action.
In more rural areas the problem
is the small
farmer. We believe
that the solution
may be cooperatives
and have been
working
in that direction,
but find problems
similar
to those of applying government
programs.
The prOblem
of bypassing
the local Dower structure. You need to have money to borrow money.
At Koinonia
there is a
pecan factory
which we might be able to take over and run next year, thereby
protecting
the jobs involved
there.
Additional
comments
by Phil Davis
and Bob Cover: At present
we are planning
on setting
up a development
corporation
rather
than a cooperative
for technical
reasons,
and are
working
on applying
other governmental
programs
not automatically
available to Negroes.
The car pool that was set up after the bus line went
out of business
has been falling
down and has been taken over by SNCC.'
It is hoped that eventually
this may become
a means to do union-type
organizing
among the maids,
but this is just a hope at present.
The
boycott
downtown
can perhaps
be measured
by the fact that four stores
have gone out of business.
It seems that the stores are ready to discuss change but the city's commission
1s opposed.
Bob Mo~e6o
Throughout
the south the small farmer
is on
the way out. The government
estimates
that a $50,000 capital
investment is needed
today to realise
$3-4,000 net in farming,
and seems to
feel that the only hope for the small farmer is to salvage
some of the
small white farmers~
abandoning
the Negroes.
And these people
leaving
the farms are not only unemployed,
but largely
unemployable.
What can
be done ?
At present
in Mississippi
we have a few experimental
programs.
In Ruleville there is a self-help
project
making
quilts where women earn up to
30e an hour.
In Amite County
there is a possibility
of a syrup-making
project.
We are trying to get government
programs
into the areat
but
there is opposition,
Even though the local Negro citizens
in Greenwood
are prepared
to put up their share of capital
under the ARA program,
it
looks like the money probably
will go to Mound Bayou.
This is only one
factory,
employing
up to 100 people,
to be completed
5 years from now.
So there is no help in that directiono
The programs
of food and clothing
are very important
to the holding
we
are presently
conductingo
If we can guarantee
food and clothing
to people, they won't move north in search of support
and we can organize
them
to act politically
to force the kind of changes
that must cameo
It is
a question
whether
enough can be done soon enough
to accomplish
thiso
We need to work further
on specific
things such as simple
people
can build and national
boycotts
used effectively,
r4n"
4~ uhp~hpr
we are 20in2 to organize
to get out share

homes that
The real quesof existing

Minute~
jobs or whether we will go for something
much
to get enough jobs for allo
To do this we do
of what it will take--simple
eRtimates
of how
ing and education,
e.go farmersu
$15 billion,
ciently worked out.
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more basic, the change
not have a clear idea yet
much is needed for retraindo not seem to be suffi-

Jim Fo~man commented

that we must make use of all these existing programs.
at least try to expose the inadequacy
of them. People are leaving the rural
areas for the city not just in Mississippi
but all overo We must use this
to sharpen the issue of unemployment
as a wholeo This means we are going to
have to get into the white community.

Bill Mahoney

comm~nted
that the fact we have not mentioned
unions is significant. Labor has never organised
in the South, and most new industry heading South is anti-laborf
escaping unions in the North. They are now beginning to carry out Southern organizing
drives--the
Teamsters,
PWA, etc., are
moving South. After the Washington
Conference
we talked with parts of the IUD
but we must watch the unions we work with to make sure their whole program
is progressive.
and should work just with the progressive
ones. He has been
studying government
programs
for SNCC. TIley are a drop in the bucket, but
whites are taking advantage
of them and we ought to a1soo e.g. they are
building
a new spac~ center in 11ississippi, we should be part of the construction
crews and staff.

J~m Fnhman expressed

a desire for us to have some conferences
on government
programs,
trcognising
their limitations.
We need to begin, especially
on
those which apply to our project areas.

Ch4i~m4n Cou~tland Cox summarised the discussion as follows:
1.
Bob M06e6 is describing 2 hclding action doomed to failure.
2.
Cha~le6 She~~od is talking about a pecan factory to employ a few hundred.
3.

In tIle meantime
there are 77 million people in poverty. Two questions
follow: a) is there any realistic
short range program for SNCC to work
on ? and b) if not, what kind of long range program will lead to full
employment
?

Reaction by F~ank Smith: America experienced
one possibility
for an economic
revolution
in the 30sp but programs were developed
to prevent the revolution.
Today no stopgap or holding measures
can keep people from leaving the farms.
being unemployed,
getting hot. The civil rights bill came about because people in northern
cities demanded
it. Not sure we want to operate
a holding
action in Mississippi,
or for stopgap measures
which buy off revolution.
Let the prop1e come together:
perhaps we should take all the Negroes from
the rural areas into the cities and force the revolution.
Hungry people need
to be massed to turn over the governmento
We need to get more hungry people,
Don't fight automation
or other measures
which hasten the crisis.

Bob

M06e6 responded
that we don!t have the answers: we don't know what terms
such as "x evo Lu t Lo n" and tlrevamp the e c on orny " me an , He need to take time out
from action and study with some up-to-date
peopleo The alternatives
arc not
Russia and tile USA. It may be that no one knows the answers to the technological revolution
in which we are caughto Our political
institutions
are not
geared to handle the pace of the present changeo

V~. Howa~d Z~nn

summarised
the discussion
as follows:
We know that we are not capable to cover the whole range of what-we need.
We need to enlist some of the best minds around in thought on reorganisation
of society. SNCC is unique in that while we are in touch with the grass roots
of society ill a way in which most of these minds in academic pursuits
are
notf we know that working on the immediate
problems will not accomplish
the
necessary
change.
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Special interest
groups, cege
farm and labor. will not do it.They stop
working
for the broad need once they meet tl1eir special needs. SNCC has no
specific
interest
group which can be satisfied
without
solving the problems
of the country
as a whole. We are in the unique position
of combining
the
vision of the long range need with roots in the local communities.
America
js
rich and lucky-·fantastic
wealths
and the most wasteful
economy
in the
world,
vie need:
a)
national
economic
planning
for
a full and rational
allocation
of the
nation's
resources.
Many groups see this but are afraid to say it directlY9
b)
an attack on the notion of the profit motive as a great god. It is that
is ruining
society,
forcing all sorts of things on us because
they are
profitable.
The "race" problemi
where SNCC got its start~ has emerged
into a different
and bigger issue~
c)
to work with people in short-range
projects
but at the same time to
develop
in them a long range revolutionary
perspective.
Following
this there was general discussion
about a lack of knowledge
of what an economic
program might look like and where to begin to work. During the discussion
the following
points were madeg
1.
We definitely
need the stopgap things to give us time to work out the
long range programs
(Marion Berry)c
2.
Part of the problem
is that while there are cushions
for whites caught
in economic
changet
there are none for Negroes.
The total economy can
supply these. We need to make the demand strong enough to meet the need:
redistribution
today, jobs tomorrowc
(Mike Thelwell)
3.
We cannot just ask for revolution:
must channel demand in meaningful
ways. Need to see the difference
between
social work and social change.
What we want is the latter and need to keep a perspective
of working
ourselves
out of a job eventually
(Stokely Carmichael).
4.
Must be careful ~f falling into the systemg eoge with foundations~
as
happened
with fou~dation
control of voter registration.
The government's
most reactionary
responses
in recent years have been in regard to econ~mic matters:
eDge
anti-strike
actions.
Perhaps what we need on Feb. 1
is not a demonstration
but a general strike (Frank Smith).
5.
We need to tell peoplet
as we conduct that holding operation~
that the
system needs to go. This means that the holding operation
may eventually become almost physical:
eogo marching
on grain storage bins. We do
not yet though know how to get to the system we want (Ivanhoe Donaldson).
6.
The only way to make the unemployed
aware is to organise
the unemployed
and sit on their doorstepso
We need to work on several different
levels:
need to work at education
of staff on economic
organization
on the one
hand; on the oth~r~ continue with programs
of mass action, organising
people, development
of leadership.
But what will change is the nature
of the demandf
what people are organising
for. Food and clothing
is an
organising
technique--given
to those involved"
But also a real test of
wh e t h e r social change can also be humanitarilan
(Bob Moses) c
7.
Be careful how we use such terms as "revolution"
and "overturn
government"--they
are loaded in the mind of p eo p l e, Can work at wh a t you want
to do without
calling
it tllis.
Strongly
affects public imateo
Be concrete. specific
(Jim Mon~onis)a
8.
We really must be careful of terminology.
Slogans not needed to be militant. We delude ourselves
when we use them because
it clouds our inability to face concrete
reality of what is needed (Cox and Forman).
9.
In li,ne with this need for education~
plans have been worked out for
Io u r persons
from Hississi.ppi
to do a work study program at the Insti-

tute for Policy
Ella Bake~ expressed
program

of economic

Studies

in Washington

next

semester

the consensus
of the 5roupfthat
education
for its staffc

SNCC

(Stokely
develop

Carmichael)t
a f~rmal

M.inu.te s
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MOJtn,[ng. Ve.c.e.mbe.Jt 28~
Po.e.'<'t-tc.a.e.
PJtogJtam=
Stoke..e.y CaJtm-tc.hae..e.
p~e.~iding.

The discussion
began by discussion
of voter
areas. Selma was presented
by WoJtth Longf

registration

in various

local

We have had an intensive
camp8i~n
in Selma aimed entirely
at voter registration.
We found ways to mobilise
in the Negro community
and have sent
as many as 40 persons
a day downg
but they are not getting
registered
because
the board has been using the registration
form as an examination
and is not
passing
Negroes
even though under federal
injunction
not to de thiso
Selma
is in the 4th Congressional
District
and there are enough people
in this
district
to elect a Negro state senatori
though they are not registeredo
The
federal
government
has filed a suit in Wilcox County~
and if the Justice
Department
were really to help. there could be a political
breakthrough.
We
need further
discussion
of possibilities
such as that.
j

J.im FoJtman

also commented
on Selmag It is a followup
to Greenwoodg
where the
legal principle
was established
of the right to assemble~
picket,
etc. for
voter registration
specificallY9
under the Civil Rights Act. Selma was an
aggressive
One. Man-One. Vo~e.! campaign~ aimed at exposing to the nation the
inadequacy
of the 1957-60 Civil Rights Acts~ and also to publicise
the situation itselfo
It was discovered
that a procedure
with potential
is to get
local officials
to violate
federal
laws thereby
forcing
a confrontation:
eogo
by arrests
for voter registration
picketing
on f,~deral property.
In this respect Selma is a pilot project
exploring
the possibility
of direct action
within
the context
of the Civil Rights Actso If \~e establish
that we can
force the federal
government
to be involved
only when voter registration
is
involved,
then this will be applicable
in Mississippi
and Georgia.
It opens
the way for legally
protected
direct aetiono

Szoke.e.y CdJtm~chae..e. presented

the picture
of Washingtono
For the first time,
in 1964 residents
of the District
of Columbia
can vote for Presidento
They
still will not have home rule and the requirements
for registration
are not
clear. The plans for NAG are to conduct
a very aggressive
voter re~istration
campaign,
arguing
voting
as a right regardless
of quallfications~
putting
the government
on the defensiveo
It will be difficult
since they will be alone in such a political
campaigno
Other organis~ltions
are planning
to work
at registering
people~
aiming primarily
at numbers
so as to have strength
to ~
for home rule.
The Washington
situation
has national
implicationso
The Home Rule Committee
is headed by Southernerso
Whites
in Washington
say
there is no home rule because
54% of the District
is Negroo What is needed
is a move to get the 46% whites
to understand
they they are also disfranchisedo

CouJtt.e.and COX commented·on
Washington
that our task is not to organise
that
white minority
but to get into the Negro ghettoes
and give them hope if nothing elseo The other organisations
will work in white and Negro middleclass
areas because
it is in their interest
to do sOo Washington
is much like Atlanta or Buttermilk
Bottom~
no national
sympathy
because
no dramatic
events
will happen
there as in the hard core areas. The role of the federal
government is the same as it is in the Southo
J.im FO~mdn

argued
that it is a contradiction
to work on voter registration
in Mississippi
and not in Washington.
We need to develop
for Washington
a
plan of action using TV~ radio, and other mass media
if possible
to get the
whole communityoWhen
and as necessary
we can get someone
to introduce
a bill
to congress.

Bob M04e.4

said

that

since

the

head

of

the

Committee

1s

from

South

Carolina

Page
shame
not to make
a national
issue
of this especially
sjnce
the South
Washington
of the failure
of integration,
it does nOL want ~ashington
solve
its problems.
We should
get lnto the campaign
some people
from
congressmen~s
home districts.
There
was general
discussion
of the strategy
toward
feeling
that we ought
to work
there
too in keeping
of the organisation.
Others
felt
that other
whites
work
there
better.
There
was no consensus"

8

uses
to
the

tile white
community.
some
with
the basic
principles
and other
groups
could

After
agreement
that strategy
would
have to be worked
out to make
this in
some way a national
campaign,
the Washington
discussion
led to a discussion
of the whole
philosophy
and purpose
of ~oter
registration.
Comments
were~
1.
We do not know
e.g. how to use the
(Casey
Hayden)

yet how to mako
a
press
and magaZines

One M4n=One
in

Votel

a consistent

campaign
push on

national~
publicity.

2.
The key question
facing
us may be what
is our purpose
in voter
registration
if we cannot
register
en~"gh
voters
to change
things.
This
leads
directly
to the question
of a legal
arm of SNCCg
since
we need
the federal
government
in some way to break
open the closed
societyo
We need
to tie together
voter
registration~
direct
aetiong
and complex
legal
strategy
to force
the federal
governmento
The problem
is that in the process
one must
be careful not to end up with
another
Atlanta
and a LeRoy
Johnson&
What
is important
is not just
the vote but how to use it politically
(Howard
Zinn)o
3.
One of the uses of voter
registration
is that in the process
you get
into the community
and begin
to see their
needs
as a whole;
which
cannot
be
done
from the outside.
This
is what
is happening
in a different
form in Buttermilk
Bottom
(Pete
Stoner)o

r4r.

One of the problems
we face
is to harmonise
our sense
of urgency
with
./ the realism
of long=range
projec. tso
We become
frustrated
because
we _don't
reach
goalst
but we don~t
know what
the goals
really
are, One goal
1s to
free
the minds
of people
and get them thinking
and acting
on their
own-~~
and to find the real leaders
and get them to see what
is wrong
and what must
Lbe
done
and to get them to move
out (Charles
Sherrod)o

'I

So
All
makes us

the talk about
long-and=short-range
goals,
and defining
program
m
forget
some very
simple
goalso
Basicallyv
what we are after
is some
kind
of change
for the better
for people~
primarily
Negroes.
What was attractive about
the early
history
of SNCC was that changes
were
taking
placeD
The
question
facing
us is what people
will
be the agents
for the necessary
change
Finding
them is what we call organisingg
finding
second
and third
line leaders future
persons.
No matter
what
goals
we havcp
we won~t
reach
them if we
donlt
do this.
We must
examine
our programs
and see to what
extent
we are
committed
to do t~isc
The goals
we organised
for have changed
rapidly,
even
in the last six
months.
If there is to be any changei
however.
one goal
is the breAkup
of
the Dixiecratso
The money
for real change~
eego
in educationr
has to come
from the federal
government.
and won~t
without
a a change
in Congress.
We
are not in a position
to actually
shape
that change
but to a~t as catalysts
to bring
it aboutc
Once
it happens
or is in the process
of happening~
we
shall
have
to take a long look at it and rethink
our role
(Bob Moses)o

6.

As an example
of this rethinking
proces~g
we got into the Voter
Education Project
program
as a convenient
method
of organising
and working
in the
field,
knowing
we might
lose that money
because
we werenDt
serving
VEP's
purpose_
Now we have
to rethink
our relation
there
(Ella
Baker)o

Following
the general
discussion
to give a brief
summary
of
the
in Hississjrpi~

purposes.
Bob
of the ireedom

on goals
and
a~compllshments

Mo~e&
VoLe

was asked
campaign

We needed
a program
in tliS&ls~Jppi
which
people
could
grow with and org a n t s e a r o u n d . The
Il e n r y Camrsfgn
w a s just
s u c h a p rc gr am . 1n addition
it gave an opportunity
not just to work
at voter
registratlon
In a vacuump
but with
content
and around
is&UBS,
It gave
us a vehicle
tD organise
in the
Negro
community.
to bring
a lot of st 'dents
South.and
to get on radio
and TV
Voting
has always
been
in our minds
as a vehicle
for org nising:
We
haven't
registered
people
but we have found
leadership
leadership
and have
begun
to build
communitv
organlsatlonsQln
factg money
has been cut auto An
attempt
was made
to challenge
the elec:fan
legally~
bUL
gOt
lost with
the
President's
assassination
and is now dead.

Commentb
10
2.

by

o+he~6

06

the F~eedom

Vo~eg

national
coverage
and focused
artention
0D
the One Man One Vote! campaign
(Dr, Hedgcman)~
The actual
work was more
than origlnally
planned
and gat a wider
area
than originally
planned.
The total
vote 01 839000
was not as high
as
expected
due to harassment.
but th c total
was greater
than
the differ=
e n c e between
t l e two
p a r t.y.
candidates
and c o u Ld have
t o n n Le d Johnson
I
'
U1iko
Sayer)
P eo0 p 1 ~ for t h l: fir s t ~i m E' 5Lt~ :> c ,,;e t h i.. n ;: - • v 0 t c d ~ = and wit r s om e t h i n g
for them to do~ we were
able
for the first
time to go into some areas
(Frank
Smith)c
Important
positive
effect
on the staff
of the whole
organisation
should
be noted--especially
in MisSissippi
(Jim Forman).
ended
the discussion
on politlcal
programsD
It

got

gead

>

0
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FOURTH SESSI0N~

The
tee

session
members~

A6tennoon$ Vecembe~ 28c V~~cu~&~on on SNCC on9anl~atlon
J~m Fonman Chai~ed the ~e~hion

on SNCC organisation
staff
and ex~staffG

was

closed

to

all

Jim Fo~man

except

executive

commit-

began
with
a history
of the structure
of SNCC
Back
in 1960 and 61
Coordinating
Committee
was composed
of two represen~atives
from each stat
from a few organlsationsp
buc it never
functioned
effectivelyo
In Octo
1961 a field
staff
was set up, and at the Spring
Conference
in 1962 a new
constitution
was prepared
with a coordinating
committee
from local
protest
groups
which
was to meet
three
times
a year
to direct
staffo
It was to elect
an executive
committee
of 15,) which
had no advisors
as such but t.w o 9ladult"
memberso
Traditionally
they
have been Hiss Ella Baker
and Dro Howard
Zinno
D

the
and

The

problems

we do not have viable
local
protest
groups
to send
represenLatives
to the Coordinating
Committeeo
b) there
is no active
campus
organising
being
done
to develop
these.
As far as main
staff~
we have a chairman
who is overall
directoLp
who spends
much
of his time interpreting
SNCC to the North;
an Executive
Secretary
to
manage
the staff
operation~
wh~ recently
has been needed
to coordinate
fund
raising
activity
and spends
a good deal of time out of the officeo
Last
summer the coordinating
committee
elected
a staff
coordinator
t~ work
in the
office
and field
(although
Worth
has been
in Selma
and Ruby Doris
Smith
Robinson
has been carrying
out his functions).
The
main
task of the office
is to serve
the field
staff~
witll
the additional
tasks
of coordination
of
northern
campus
activity
on behalf
of SNCC and !lFriends
of SNCCIl
groups·

Ella Bak~~
ter

d i scu

S !'l

are:

called
ion

t h

for
p

a)

a listing

f n 1 1 rv r.r ~ n

(>

of

1 ~ "t-

the
T,'"

c,

present
rl y . .,

T.T ~

••

coordinating
~

c

committee,

Af-

Present
Tougaloo
Louisville
Committee

(Joan
Trumpauer)
(Nancy
Pennick)
on Appeal(Atlanta]
(Willie
Paul

Wash1ngton
(Courtland
Cox)
Knoxville
(Marion
Berry)
Tulane
(Cathy· Cade)

Berrien)

~~
•

Absen~
Cambridge
Norfolk
Hampton
Institute
Rome
Georgia
It was

Baltimore

not

clear

how

to

Pine Bluff
& others
in
Dallas
County
Alabama
Southern
Illinois
count
all the Mississippi

Arkansas

groups

A general
discussion
on the problem
of representlvity
and functioning
of staff
and protest
groups
followed
tlaIlon Berry
pointed
out that we
should
get
the coordinating
committee
actively
to work to develop
a wider
base
than
just
the staff"
A problem
of
cont1nuity
of people
was
recognisedc
Jim Forman
stated
that
a southern
campus
coordinator
has been
appointed
to
work
on that
problem"
Courtland
Cox suggested
that we use
the structure
as
we have
it now~
but make
it work.
The
function
of a small
stable
policy-making group
meeting
frequently
was
the function
of the executive
committee.
Stokely
Carmichael
felt
there
was a problem
in the behind=the~lines
groups
making
policy
for those
actively
at work. Mation
Berty
emphasised
that
the
problem
was
essentially
that
proposals
made
did not
get carried
out0 that
plans
get scattered
when
an emergency
arises
somewhereo
Several
people
expressed
concern
over
the lack
of staff representation
on the execut1ve
committee~
and
it was
suggested
tha:
the proje~t
directors
become
part
of the
executive
committeeo
The membership
of the executive
committee
was then discussedp
and in
relation
to this
the question
of our constituency
came
up. Casey
Hayden
stated
that
the staff
was
supposed
to service
the basEi
and ~hat
theoretically
SNCC's
constituency
is southern
college
studentsa
But
it lS closer
to
the truth
to say that
the constituency
is now the staff itself.
We must really examine
what
our constituency
iBo
We neglect
southern
college
groups
by
1) not drawing
our staff
workers
from
them
but [aLher
from
the North
somewhere;
and
2) not providing
local
leadership
for them,
The question
was
also
essential;
we need
to carry
out group
decisionso

Bob Mo~e~ stated
that
the constituency
was not so much
students
as in local
movements.
We have
made
1nadequate
provision
for local adult
leadership
who
are involved
with
out work
to beLoma
part
cif the decision
making
structure.

Howa~d Zinn

made
the point
that
this 16 a problem
of all democratic
organisations--how
to have
representation
from
those
active
and still
have
a
small
enough
group
to make
de~151ona,
If we could
clarify
tIle
tole
and composition
of the executive
committee
then
we wouldn;t
worry
about
the coordinating
committee
being
too large
or unwieldly
be~ause
you would
want
it
large
for representation,
We should
have
an executive
committee
meeting
frequentlY0
to include
staffr
which
would
plan
basic
short
range
strategy.
At this
poin~.
despi~~
objection
matter
of reorganisation
wa5 referred
executive
committee
for
consideration,

froQ
staff
persons
by the chairman
of

in [he room,
[he session

the
to the

The discussion
then
p!oceeded
to consideration
of problems
in relation
to the Friends
of SNCC groups,
No~chern
Coordinato!
Dinky
Romilly
reported
that
there
are between
13 and 1J Friends
of
SNCC
groups(depend1ng
on how
you measure
activity)
and some
120 high selloel and college
groups
outside
of areas
where
adult
group~
are
loca~ed,Thc
issue
for ~1Ar"~A1nn
~a~
~hD

extent to which the g i o u p s c a n a n.d s h o u i d e n g z g
I u Lo c a I ,.(:1: 1.,)(, .. \ t t·lle:
1 a s t me e tin g" it w 8 S poi n t E' d 0 u tit
her e IN ell: age n ~ r' a 1 a g r e em en t t II t: L r: ,\ C 11
situation
should be considered
separately
b'lt
that thexe was no general
feeling againsttitg
depending
on Lbo local
situation
Jim Forman
describc~
the situation
in Chicagop
where the Chicago
}'r1(~nds
of
SNCC have
b cc o me ;1
key action group in the citYr and do relatively
little
fund-rcisinf.
Dinky
felt that in general the problem of groups wanting
to ~~ d~rcct
rCLion
did
not exist, but that the real problem was that once people got active in
Friends groups they· wanted to come South to worko This was stated to be a
general hiring problem~
not a Friends group problem per seo

Cou~tland

Cox felt that it would be wrong to change the concept of Friends
of SNCC groups, that eventually
quite separate
groups should develop
in the
North as local protest groupso
Mendy Samstein
questioned
whether
action
would cut into fund-raising
activitYi
and was told that groups raise funds
around action~ but that there is no clear answer ti that question.
Jim Monsonis stated that we are using the term "action"
here in a very sloppy senseo
There is action on local problems
and there 1s action in support of eventsp
etcop
in the South~ and-while
the former could conceivably
cut into fundraising the latter is one oft.'e tasks of a northern
support groupo
Elld Bak~~ stated
into

the North

that ·we should recognise
the fact that at this time
is beyond our capacity.
This was the general concensuso

expand-

Union~e

Bill Mahoney raised at this time the question of the Washington
office as 6nprthern
office~ and especially
its relation
to unionso What is
it thatSNCC
wants them to do in relation
to unions? They have talked with
a number of themt
got them to finance the Fall Conferences
but at th£ meeting with the IUD officials
the next day~ SNCC leadership
was not presentJ
ELLa B4k~~ asked whether

then unions wanted us to become organisers
in the
South for them and was told that at the meeting
IUD officials
stated they
were not interested
in control of SNCC but in working
out mutually
helpful
relationso
Jim Monsonia
made the point that we have to be careful and consistent in our dealings
with union officials,
Word had reached him that Jack
Conway felt highly insulted because none of the SNCC leadership
was presento
Mike Sayer explained
that we were not given to understand
it as a highly important onep and that we were somewhat
caught by surprisec
It was suggested
that the advisory
committee
help us work out a position
toward the union movement
based upon more information
on what is currently
happening
in the labor movemento
That was agreed upon as a general consensuso

E~tabL~~hment 06 Adv~40~y Commit~e~~o
ELLa Bake~ proposed that since there
were other people on whom SNCC should call fat advice and knowledgei
in ad=
dition to herself and Howard Zinng
they would be willing
to undertake
the
development
of a proposal
on various
advisory
commltteesg
which would have a
purely advisory
(non-pol icy-making)
roldo As there might be some secretarial
and other expense involved.
Rhe a~ked authorisation
to go aheado
There was a
general consensus
on the ·~~~~tion for her to go aheado
E~tabl~~hment o~ a t4x~exempta~mo Bob Mo~e~ stated that over the past few
years as a natural
outgrowth
of SNCC activity
there have come a number of
activities
which are entitled
to tax-exemption~
and that since we did not
have such exemption
are now being channeled
through other groupso He felt
it was important
for SNCC to develop
its own tax-exempt
arm~ and when in
New York had explored
thi~o Shad Pollet has oltered
to give legal aid to
this. and that a decision
could come fairly soon.
What is needed iSI
10
a proposal
and description
of tll' p r o j e e t s which would fall under this.
e.g. SNCC education,
work-study
programsg
community
center~,
etco~
snd
2.
someone who could staff it and set it up"

'i.

i.:t .

Page.

12

that
it should
not just
be a catchall
for thir:;~~[. ':7C ;-:aI~t C0but a creative
body which w ou Ld try to get sub s t an t Ia I f urd s fer
different
things,
although
he recognised
the problem
of how to spend substantial
tax-exempt
funds in the South in such a way as not to support
the
status quoe

lie

0.f;~?~_~sis~L.

\{C'lCL.,

Despite
further
unhappiness
on the part of some staff about the inability
of the group to decide on some of these things~
this also was referred
to
the executive
committee
for further
handlingf, and the meeting
was ended
for dinnero

VI. FIFTH SESSION,
A.

Evenin9, Veeembe4 280 HUAC and F~eedom
Ma4ion Be.44yp Se.AALon Chaihman

06 A~~oeia.:tion

HUAC

The chairman
summed up the discussion
of HUAC which had been had at
the Staff Retreat
lapt winter--a
position
of opposition
and noncooperation
--and asked whether
there was anything
new to be added to the discussion.
John Lewis reported
that during
the past months~
both he and Jim Forman
have taken public
stands against
HUACi
despite
the fact that there was no
official
SNCC positiono
For example,
John recently
spoke on the West Coast
on behalf
of the National
Committee
to Abolish
HUAC, and the Citizens
Committee
to Preserve
American
Freedom_
where he took the position
that we cannot separate
civil rights abd civil liberties~
that eventually
the two struggl~s must come together
that in the South we are yet involved
in a struggle for civil liberties--the
right to protest--rather
than civil rights per
sel He pointed
out that the time will come when we are likely to be called
before
the Committee--what
position
shall we then take?
j

In response
to a request
for background.
Howa~d Zinn gave a history
of HUAC.
It grew out of the Fish Committee
in the 30sr was established
as n temporary
committee
of the House in 1938 with Martin
Dies of Texas
as its first chairman.
This set a pattern.
for its chairmen
have generally
been Southerners
or Republican
conservatives.
The purpose
of the committee
is extremely
vague;
to investigate
"unamerican
activities;"
despite
constand pressures
the committee
chairmen
have never defined
what "unamerican
activity"
w a s , In practice
their wo rk is one of interrogation
of people on
pelitical
activities~
with the connection
being constantly
drawn between
progressive
activity
and communism.
It has a very large appropriation
and
a wide range of coveragec
As a result of its activity
several
hundred
people have gone to jail on various
kinds of contempt
charges
(eog. using the
First Amentment
which has not yet been established
as protection
against
such investigation)o
It is a very powerful
committee~
with few congressmen
having
courage
to vote .against appropriations
for ito
j

SNCC should decide which of the various
possibilities
it will take
with regard
to the committee:
noncooperation$
aggressive
cooperation,
First
or Fifth Amendmentso~
etc.
Ma~ion Be~~y stated that last year SNCC took
the position
that it would not publicly
declare
itself until called.
Then
people
could take the First or Fifth Amendments
as individually
preferred"
A general
discussion
followed
on the nature
position
SNCC should take. In the discussion
the
1.

of the committee
following
points

and what
were made:

The problem
is not HUAC but the atmosphere
around HUAC and what HUAC
accusations
force organisations
to do. The SCLC situation
with Jack
O'Dekk
is an example
of the self-policing
the committee
forces. We should
be very clear on the question
of free association
and be very clear on our
strategy
when accused
or baited
(Mike Sayer).
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not really expect
to
organisation
ineffective,
We need to put t h e ru on t',r,
d",fl-~-.l','·,-,,·;
d eel a r in g \.J hat we are d 0 i n gas
b e in g rig h t , not try in g t 0 d e f e 11 ~,
(Stokely
Carmichael).
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A resolution
would be meaningless.
since there are so many groups now
on record against
HUACc A simple resolution
is no action at all.(CharSherrod),

4,

SNCC needs to have a position
to guide its staffe
Last year when I was
subpoenaed
by mail in Selma, I was willing
to abide by SNCC policy,
but there was no policy.
I want to know what position
toward cooperation
members
should take (Bernard
Lafayette).
S.

There are many possible
positions
to take: First or Fifth Amendments$
the Quaker
approach
of total noncooperation
on the basis of individual
conscience,
the open Women Strike For Peqce approacho
The serious
issue that
they are after and which is crucial
for us is what groups we will work witho
One possible
position
is to be glad to tell them what we do except for whom
we work witho
Or are we prepared
to say to them, as did Women Strike For
Peace9
we will work with everyone(Casey
Hayden)?
6.

This quest£on
of position
should be, as was
individual
conscience
(Charles
Cobb)o

adopted

last

year,

one

of

7.

The openness
of the group,
in fact, determines
the position.
If we are
totally
open, we can then take a strong stando In taking this standt
we need to be careful
because
people
can go to jail, and we need to plan
that kind of thing (Mike Sayer).
(In response
to question
regarding
whether
w(~ have considered
filing a
suit on HUAC):
Suits challenging
it legally
have been filed by other
groupso
This should not be our function.
Our essential
way of working
is
not to mess around with the courts and with suitsp
but to appeal
to a higher lawo We must not play around
in the trap of getting
caught up with legalities
(Stokely
Carmichael).
~o

9

Since it is set up by Congress~
it is hard to get at through
the legal
structureo
This is not the question
before
the group. We have not decided whether
to attack
it yet, and considerations
of strategy
for its abolition are premature.
HUAC stands in the way of freedom:
therefore,
sooner
or later we must attack as we will the rest of the system.
It is especially
important
in the Southo HUAC has attacked
Southern
white liberals
whom we
need to develop
the full movement.
To free these people we will have to
sooner or later attack the committee
(Sam Shirah)c
0

Howa~d Z~nn

summarised
the discussion
as follows:
There are three things we have to do here: 1) express
a general
philosophical
position
in regard
to HUAC as a protection
for John and Jim; 2)
work out a strategy
of defense
against
HUAC; and 3) work out our attitudes
toward people under attack or potentially
under attack.
On (1) the general
position
is clear and just needs statingo
On (2)
we need to take both a legal and an extra-legal
approach,
as with other
parts of our worko Just as some things,
e.g. lunch counters,
can be attacked outside
of the courts$
other things have to be considered
inside.
Here we must bring into play the projected
legal advisory
committee,
and
begin to file creative
and perhaps
'way out suits to try to break the Committee
open. In addition
we need to put extra-legal
pre sure on the President. on the S'un r-e rn e r.,.,l1rt" , "'" r~~~_~~~
~_c,
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On (3) SNCC would generally
agree on some general
statement: of openness"
but in real 1ife there are no pure cases and other issues
Bre often involved.
We need to guard against
letting other issues become
the excuse
to avoid the principled
position
as often happens.
Need to get
to the point where
we defend lithe Communist
Negro homosexual
who doesn't
look gooda:
and protect
and defend people even-when
for a combination
of
reasons
they are dysfunctional,
Discussion
continued
on point #30 The positions
argued were the freedom
of the individual
conscience
in deciding
what hp will do VB. the fact that
a person
is called
not as an individual
but as representative
of SNCC, He
speaks for the whole organisation
as well as himself~
thus suggesting
a
group position.
There was no consensus.
Issues and points involved were:
Can

the organisation
bind the individual
?
donlt know at this point enough of the legal possibilities.
Since SNCC is a popular
organisation
in comparison
to those the
Committee
usually deals with~ we should use this advantage
to
umash the Committee
somehow.
The chairman
of the session recommended
that the group come to a genera] positicn~
that on the basis of this legal strategy
be worked out later
after consultation.
The real issues involved
are
whether
to make our position publico

We

It was pointed
out by Ella Baker that
position
emerges
should make it known

those whol cannot agree with whatever
to SNCC before it becomes
an issue.

Bob

M04t4 argued that we make our position
on HVAC very publicg
that we carework out a statement
and a rationale~
and that we then seek to get it
widely published9
perhaps
even in the congressional
recorda
What we do toward individuals~
in hiring policy~
somewhat
different
is an important
question. The experience
in Mississippi
of the past~few
years~ eogo the Braden
incident
and this summerls
incident
of a contro ersial person~
leaves him
taking a practicall
hard line position
to avoid such situations.
However,
these are cases of people with no real organisational
connexion_
The case
of the regular
staff person who is known and tr~sted
is clear: we must stand
in total solidarity
with him.
fully

Cha~le~ ShehhOd

supported
the concept
of open opposition,
citing his personal history
of moving from collegiate
red-baiting
to a present
position
where
anyone one is welco~~
if they participate
in the work, as being based on
practical
experience.
Feels we should declare
ourselves
in regard to the enemyc
blish

1.
2.
3

0
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5.

AftEr the chairman
declared
the discussion
would focus on whether
to puan anti-HUAC
positioni
the following
points were made:
Publishing
will raide questions
among peopleD
We shouldn't
publish
unless prepared
to follow up by attack on Committee
(Joyce Ladner)o
These will be r
w
anyway.
especially
in view of unfavorable
press
such as the White article.
There is a tactical
advantage
in declaring
and publishing
first: it puts us on the offensive
(Donna Moses).
Most of the people who know us will be surpriserl Wp hRven't
already declared ourselves
in this wayo Cannot see any damage coming from this.
but what are advantages
(Jim Monsonis)?
Our policy of being open and aboveboard
is received
favorably.
Open
declaration
would be in keeping with that (Doug Harris).
There is a strong educational
advantage
both within SNCC and in the
South in generalo
In Mississippi
experience,
people db fear communismc
Since they are part of America
and Americans
fear com~unismi
such a
piece would definitely
help as an educational
tool, s~ggests
group to
work out rough draft during these few days here (Bob ¥oses).

Such a committee
was appointed,
consisting
report
to the Executive
Committee
meeting.
The

discussion

then

turned

to

position

of

in

MosesR

regard

to

Thelwell.

openness

and

in

Guyotr

staff

t1

hirin!

Pe~dew argued that we always will have some criteria
to include
and ex·
elude
people:
do not. take everyone.
no p o Ln t in the "kiss
of death"
involvec
1n taking
controversial
people.
Ivanhoe VonaldAon stated we cannot afford to take such a position.
We must
have tut&l
personal
freedom
since
this is what WE are working
forg
and we
must claoDle people
on the basis of ability
rather
than politicso
Sam Shi~ah stated that to take the exclusion
position
puts us in a position
of questioning
peopleis
mo~ive5
and denying
a minority
group
its political
rights"
If we do this we are beginning
to crumble.
John

A

others~

general
discussion
were made:

then

followed

in which

I•

the

following

pointsD

amonr

Laying
oneself
open to attack
does notl depend
on whether
you really
have communists
working
or not~ but on your positions
and goals.
We
must
take a principled
stand
against
political
criteria
for hiringp
in 2 public
statement.
(Howard
Zinn)
2 c
There are practical
matters
involved~
eogo
money.
We hayeD
when necessary.
accepted
money
with
strings:
e.go
YEP moneYa
and we may have
to againo
We have to be practical
(Bob Moses).
We have to choose
our issues
to fig~t
~nd not try to fight
everywhere
3
at once.
Do that when we really
dec1de
to. but for now we shouldn't
blunt
our attack
on other
things
(Bernard
Lafayette).
4.
The only way to be safe from attack
is to do nothing.
We must
reject
money
and support
with
strings.
We must
support
the principle
and not
accept
conditions
which
embody
what we are trying
to fight
ITa-~y
Guyot).
50
Even our present
openness
does affect
fund raisin&
regularly.
Because
our
fund
raising
efforts
have been diffused
over a wide
area~
we have
money
despite
some loss due to red-baiting.
More
imporbeen able to raise
we takes
stand
is that this issue
should
be handled
in
tant than whether
the staff
and become
in itself
divisive
(Forman)
such a way as not to divide
It is not true that exclusion
beforehand
saves
you trouble
later~
for
6
you waste
more
energy
on selfbpolicing
and internally
divisive
actions
than would
be spent
fighting
the question
in the open
(Mike Sayer)o
7.
Personnel
recruitment
is much more
complicated
than our position
toward
HUAC.
In situations
where
the political
affiliation
will definitely
hurtl
we should
take Bcbis
pragmatic
position.
Otherwise
political
affiliations
are irrevelanto
We must
deal with
the question
on invididual
basis(Co~
8.
It is important
that we do not remain
fragmented
and disunited
around
this issue.
We should-discuss
itp
take a positlonD
and close
behind
it. The
discussion
can be reop~ned
at a later
date but at this time drift
is not
good.
The realdis~greement
is whether
political
association
is irrevelant
It is between
a principled
position
that political
association
is never relevant
even when
it causes
turmoil~
and a pragmatic
one that it would
have
occasional
relevance.
In practice
there
are not necessarily
very far apart
since
there
are other
issues
that enter
ino What we need is a criterion
of
flexibility
without
a flat statement
one way or the other~
and with
a sophisticated
"gelectic)!'l committee"
(Bob Moses)
9
Bob defined
it clearlyo
The question
is whether
other
values
are as
important
as racial
equal~ty:
whether
we are willing
to compromise
on other
values
when compromise
advances
achievement
of this value
(Howard Zinn) 0
10.
There
is another
very practical
side to the issue.
One of our goals
is to involve
the Justice
Department.
Therefore
we need~
in some sensei
to cooperate
with
them. We must
have people
who can testify
in court
without threatening
the whole
situation
because
of another
issue.
Nor should
we
0

0

0

0

forget
that we are not just
talking
about
Communists
and non-communist~.
What
do we do about other
groups
outside
of the general
consensus:
e.g.
John
Birchers
or Black
Muslims
(Jim Forman)?
11,
We must
remember
that
practicality
involves
responsibility
for those
with
whom
we work.
No group
is totally
wi·hout
the practical
factor
in spe-1iie
circumstances.
Two
examples
given
from
the recent
life
of SCEF
show
this
We cannot
disregard
the practical
dimension
complete
(Ella
Baker).
Though
no formal
position
was
taken
and there
was disagreementt
the
general
consensus
seemed
to indicate
a position
of non-alignment~
of no
political
test
for members.
There
was no position
on whether
to declare
this
openly~
however,

ternal

The discussio~
ended
at this
point
and
staff
educationr
led by Howard
Zinn,

shifted

to

a discussion

of

in-

Howa~d ZinK: All of the staff are people who both work and think. This is a
problem
because"many
are people
who
left
formal
education
because
they were
dissatisfied,
for a new form of educationo
Education
in the classroom
tends
to be removed
from
real
problems
because
educators
are by nature
removed
from where
most
people
live.
That
is the nature
of
academic
life
and why
most
SNCC
workers
have
left
it. Yet they feel a loss because
there
is information
we need
which
is available
in the academic
world.
We need
to take
eime
off and readt
not just
generally
but on subjects
specifically
related~
history
of
the Supreme
CourL~
the Alien
& Sedition
Acts~
on HUAC.
Bazelon's
bookp
The PapeA Economy, Senator Clarkrs The Senate E~tabli~hment.
How we can best
do this
education
without
curtailing
action
resulted
i1
several
suggestions:
10
We might
take
all workers
out of the
field
in shiftsp
for 4-5 days
at
a time~
to go somewhere
in intensive
discussion
with
people
who know
and careo
20
We might
have
people
now in local
project
areas
who do not have
a full
job
load.
They
could
coordinate
education
for the staff
locally
in
their
spare
time
amidst
local
activityc
30
Someone
in the main
office
might
coordinate
educational
activity~
circulating
material~
etco
Theproposal
was discussed
and the need
for education
of various
sorts
elaborated
upon.
Jim Forman
pointed
out that
there
are other
prop Ie working
with
us whom
we need
to educate
on even
more
basic
levels~
and those
in nro'
jects
with
specific
knowledge
should
make
USe of it. Charles
Sherrod
mentioJ
ed that
a group
of lawyers
under
Hal Witt
wants
to teach
people
the art of
writing
affidavits
which
they would
circulate
and useo
Casey
Hayden
expressed some
doubt
whether
we are prepared
to do so yet.
We do not have
sufficient
staff
coordination.
What
we need
is just
to begin
in a small
way by
sending
a few items
a week
out to all people
just
to get a common
source
of information
established,
Sam Shirah
stated
that
there
is a definite
need
for more
staff
coordinationg
that
isolated
people
need
the stimulation
of
each
other
as Wpl1"
and that
a workshop
would
be much
better
than
just
read·
ings,
WE need
a retreat
place
of some
kind
to come
away
to for a rest.
Jjm
Mon~onis
mentioned
that
on the basis
of conversatio~s
since
the Washington
ronference
he felt money
was available
for staff
education.
Zellner
suggest·
ed that
some
project
act as a pilot
projecto
After
there
were
approval·

this
discus_ion~
someone
who would

Howard
work

Zinn
on it

offered
to
with
himo

End 06 Evening Se~~ion

work
further
He was
given

on it~if
general

Min.u:te..b
VII. SIXTH
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SESSION,

Sun.day An:te.~n.oon.,Ve.~e.mbe.~ 29. Vi~ciplin.e., Fun.d Rai~in.g
Coo~din.a:tion., SNCC O~gan.i.ba:tion." John. Le.wi~, Chai~man.

The chairman
began by summing up some of the problems
relating
to the
internal
staff discipline
of the organisation.
Recently
there have been a
number of things which havehrought
this to a head: e.g. stealing
from the
Freedom Houses,
staff possessions
disappearing
while in jail, etc. We have
had an open policy--"whosoever
will come" philosophy--and
a high degree of
autonomy.
As a result people have been abusing
it, leaving projects
and going to New York or other projects
at will. If we had as much discipline
as
the Black Muslims,
we would be a powerful
organisation.
Staff discipline
at the moment
is at a low ebb. We have begun to get a decent subsistence,
at least a regular one; and we have lost some of our concept of sacrifice
and identification.
W~ have adopted a uniform which we wear everywhere
in
a self-righteous
way. Do we really wear it to identify with the working
class, or is it now a status symbol?

Joyce. Ladn.e.~ pointed

out that the Freedom Houses have always been a problem
and we ought to consider-abolishing
them since they are. at times, a disgrac
to the movement.
Mike. -The.lwe.ll stated the problem is that we need to keep
regular-schedules
in -them and have a person appointed
to keep them in order.
Cou~:tlan.d COX pointed out that a part of the problem is that except for a
few persons,
the staff-has
become so mobile that it is difficult
to feel
responsible
for a living place.

Be~n.a~d La6aye:t:te.stated-that

we ought- to get rid of the illusion
that we
are doing so much and being indulgent.
We should get rid of those persons
who won't cooperate'in
a'regularstaff
disciplinee
We need more workshops
in nonviolence
in depth,-to
probe the depth of our committment
and to learn
personal
responsibility
.a n d discipline.
Cha~le~ Cobb pointed out that the
closeness
of the SNCC staff to each-other
has fostered
an attitude
that all
things are to be shared--and when Staff come out of jail sometimes
all of
their clothes
are-gone~Mindy
Sam6:tein questioned
the extent to which lack
of discipline
hinders' our effectiveness
and wondered
whether mobility
does
not cover up lack of work-and
even willingness
to work. One of the pitfalls
of being successful
is that you cease to work. Ivan.hoe. Vonald.bon stated
that the problem
is not money or success:
we have always been sloppy. We
must decide the basic question
of whether we are going to live what we
preach, The leadership
has shirked responsibility
in not enforcing
discipline, or delegating
responsibility.
Too much has been left up to Forman;
the field must become more responsible.
Julian should not have to hold up
checks to force the field staff to send in those biographies.
Szokely Ca~m~chae.l emphasised
that we are not running
J reform school or rehabilitation center, but an organisation
with a purpose.
We need to develop
a program. then- train people to work with us. not try to deal with personal
disciplinary
problems.

Cha~te.b She~~od

stated that the essential
problem
is one of authority:
who
tells whom to go or not to go. to work or not to work. Forman has too much
of the responsibility
resting directly
on him. The problems
of personal
discipline
ought to gO"to someone- else. Ivanhoe Vonatd6on
stressed
that one
of the key problems
of-the field is staff fatigue.
We must be more cognisant
of the need for rest: this is at the root of many disciplinary
problems.

outp

A number
including

out assigned

of other problems
relating
to staff discipline
were
the problem of cars -and the use of them, agreement

tasks.etci

Since

many

of these

related

brought
to carry

to the question

of

authority
within SNCC. Jim- fo~man. gave a brief history of the organisation
of SNCC. The structure
that was developed
in 1962 had in mind a staff of
25 or so, directed
by -active coordinating
and executive
committees.
As

and fund-raising
and SNCC became betwork began in the North on publicity
ter known and received
more income,
the staff expanded
to a present
staff
of about 130. We have moved from a $14,000
debt in 1962 where it was necessary
simply to survive,
to go to the North
and to the Voter Education
Project
for funds, to '8 present
large expenditure
in 1963 with 8 small balancea
A number of things kept us going during
the difficult
times. One was
the equalisation
of sacrifice
throughout
the organisation.
(Which is why
CORE~ SCLCt
and NAACP-Task
Forces will eventually
have trouble:
the sacrifice is not equalised.)
Another
sustaining
factor was the allegiances
developed
to projects,
which compensated
for the lack of income,
but created
a very decentralised
organisation
where at times the allegiance
to the project overshadowed
allegiance
to SNCC and central
discipline
was limited,
Part of the problem
also is that our vision
of what we want to accomplish has shifted.
We went into Albany,
for instance,
with a concept
of
freeing
the minds of the people
there, but see now that there has to be a
program
along with this. With this growth
in objectives
has come a different philosophy
of work, of the need at times to intensify
the issues somewhere by concentrating
staff, sharing
program
and concepts
from Qne area
to anothero
Staff should travel from project
to project
more to learn from
each other.
What we need to carry out the tasks of the central
office now is a more
efficient
central
administrative
group: a small administrative
council which
can meet monthly.
If we elect six staff to the Executive
Committee,
making
it 21~ then we should have an administrative
council
of 10 elected
by the
Coordinating
Committee,
composed
of 5 non-staff
members
of the Executive
Committee,
3 staff, and the Chairman,
and the Executive
Secretary.
This
should include
local protest
groups and should be a more central
and knowledgeable
body than the other committees
will be.
On discipline
in general:
not all probl,ems should come directly
to me.
Bring them to the project
heads, not to the Atlanta
office.
Within
the office we are going to restore
a staff coordinator
and Ruby Doris back to her
own responsibilities.
We must be fair about Friticisms
of the Atlanta
office
At times it is treated
as being outside
of t~e movement:
a servant
of the
fielda
It needs to be accepted
as part of the total movement
also.

Cou~tland
matters
or more
is Staff
but that
clarified
project
elected

Cox stated that we must begin right away to handle some of these
and suggested:
1) this month a weekend
conference
of staffs of two
different
areas;
(2) that we settle this weekend
whether
Worth Long
Coordinator;
(3) that the Executive
Committee
meet more frequently
Forman go ahead and set up this administrative
committee.
He later
this to mean that the Executive
Committee~
supplemented
by the
heads~ meet the next two months
and that the steering
committee
be
at the next Coordinating
Committee
meeting.

On transportation~
Jim
blems revolving
around

Forman
suggested
that we
transportation
if we had

could solve many
a transportation

of the procoordinatoI

Jim Monhoni~ spoke about the discipline
of staff coming North to New York.
There have been a number of problems
from the way people handle
things in
New York. We use staff up from the South for speaking.
but often staff do
not let the office know they are in town: all staff must check in with the
New York office when in town, and should let us know they are coming.
Also
when the office
asks them to do something.
they are sometimes
irresponsible,
showing
up late or not at all for speaking
engagements.
If staff are on vacation we will respect
that, but should know if they are there.

The second problem
is that people come to New York on specific
project,
and make contacts
without
our knowledge.
When we are asked to continue
them
or when contacted
people
call us we are in a bad positiono
All persons
involved with some kind of project
in the New York area should at least let
the office know generally
what it is about.
The third disciplinary
problem
is a discipline
of behavior:
how you
conduct
yourself
at-someone's
home, etc.; and a discipline
of the mind and
speech~
especially
when speaking
for SNCC. Some have taken a very radical
line which when pushed they can't defend,
One must speak to people where
they are, not necessari~y
where one would like them to be.

Stokety

Canm~chaet suggested that we draw up a list of persons who have proven irresponsible
and not use them anymore.
Benn~ce Reagon supported the
need for a list of capable
speakers,
not just people who have been to jail.
While traveling
with the Fneedom S~ngen~ she found they had to represent
SNCC and to correct
serious misconceptions
which previous
speakers
had often left with people.
Vott~e

Zettne~ stated that among the problems of discipline,
we fail to confront each other when in disagreement.
We don't want to fight with each othE
and therefore
tell someone
else our complaints
rather
than the specific
persono This is a corruption
of the concept
of good will.

Several
persons
spoke against
problem
was recognised,
there
discipline,

the
was

idea of a speakers
bureau,
and although
no concensus
on how to handle
speaking

a

Jim fonman

summarisedby
stating,that
because
of the fluid nature of our
organisation,
with new people
all the time, we ought to hold these discussions, e.g. on HUAC, discipline,
etc., every year, even though they repeat
the previous
year's discussion.
This is a part of our growth and constant
re-evaluation.
A large meeting
which includes
staff and others,
such as thi!
one, is important,
even though
it cannot come to specific
agreement,
becausE
it is on the basis of this that final decisions
can be more responsibly
madE
After discussion
on procedure
for the rest of the meetingp
the session
was
adjourned.

VIII. SEVENTH'SESSrGN,

'Sunday Even~ng~ Vecemben 2ge
F~etd Repo~t6:
and Rate~gh~Joyce
Ladnenp Cha~nman

Atbany

Ch~nle~

Shennod presented the written Southwest Georgia report, reading for
the benefit
of the body, the introduction.
Qomments
were asked for from the
other staff in the Southwest
Georgia
project.
Following
that there was general discussion:
John Pendew:

One of our main problems
is that we haven6t
gone very far in
setting
up institutions
to enhance
the power of the Negro. We need to redUCE
the economic
control
of the white man and thus free the people
for action.
Self-help
and government
programs
ought to be concentrated
on to change
the
structure
of things there.
(Presentation
of the Perdew
report,
dealing
with
cooperatives
and credit unions.)
Three main suggestions:
(1) credit unions
for Negroes
(2) organisation
of consumer
cooperatives
should be explored;
(3) try to begin to get workers
interested
in unions and unions
interested
in Southwest
Georgia.

Vave Bell:

Since the-Ma~chon
Wa~hington there had been a period cfre-evaluation
in Southwest
Georgia.
What is our committment
to the four counties
where we now work? We have gotten
to a situation
where the people
are too
dependent
on us and will not develop
leadership.
We should move out into

tile 3rJ Congressional

District,

and keep

running

those

four

counties

alone.

Cha~le~ Sheh~od commented

that one of the main problems
in the area has bef
that there has almost never been a normal staff situation;
people have always been coming and going; things never get settled long enough for a comprehensive
plan to-be worked out. There is a need for staff nowe which will
be intensified
soon, therefore
against moving into new areas at the present
timeo

60b Cove~ stated that we need to move into the area of developing
groups of
people around specific-interests,
rather than simply voter registration.
People no longer come to mass meetings.
We ne4~d to start with people's
inte
est and develop programs
around them, e.g. with the farmers we need to get
them together and force representation
of Negroes on various
county boards,
as is possible
under the 1aw--to all the boards which affect farmers. A new
approach
is needed beyond the mass meetingo
General discussion
followed around the questions
of development
of local
leadership,
of program
in Southwest
Georgia,
and of staff assignment
to
the area. In the discussion
the following
points were made:
1.

We don't pickup
local staff because anyone with ability leaves to
go elsewhere
(Sherrod).
But also the staff has been negligent
in using
local people, has not given leadership
to the people (Cover).
20
SNCC hiring policy for Southwest
Georgia has been terrible:
the place
where we send people whom we don't know what to do with (Dot Zellner).
3.
Disagrees.
History
important
here. In 1962 Sherrod proposed
to use
whites in the area. Despite much misgivings
we found that whites could
work thereo Even this past summer when almost no other project would accept
white students.
they were'welcome
in Southwest
Georgia and so perhaps we
sent too many. But this was not a mistake,
rather an experiment.
It opened
the doors to the use'of white people in other areas also. The problem of
Southwest
Georgia
is in some respects
the problem of the role of the white
student in the movement:
serious through lack of program
(Jim Forman).
4.
On Community
development.
I am a prodJct of SNCC's work in the Fall
of 1961. A great change in mee but there has been little attempt at
creative use of local people since 1961. Many people stay because they do
not w an t menial, m e ch a n i c a I j ob s ,:The Freed,om House atmosphere
is not helpful eithero It repels many who really want to work (Bernice Reagon).
This
was supported
by William Porter.

Jim Fo~man drew from the discussion" several
vant
10

not

only

to Southwest

Georgia,

but

different
general factors
other projects
as well;

rele-

There is a breakdown
in our work because of a failure to have a viable
political
program for the local area beyond voter registration.
20
There has been no adequate
in-service
training for staff and local lea
ershipo Workshops
for staff are needed in every project,
either 10ca1l
or at Highlander,
or some such place.
30
There has been a failure of the central administrative
staff to deal
adequately
with the need to oversee the local program.
40
There has been a failure to build a viable~ student movement.
We are
not producing
leaders out of the student movements
who can take local
leadershipo
5.
One of the problems
has been a shift in the nature of the program we
ere trying to carry out. Out of frustration
we weren't getting anywher
baL~~
upon a short range view of goals. People
end up trying to do work
otLr;l than that for which
they were hired: e.g. the role of whites in South
west Georgia
in practice"was
different
than in planning.
6.
There has been inadequate
screening
of staff.
7e
In Albany,
at least, there has been a problem nf T~lininn
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There is a tentionbetween
organising
around political
VSo
organising
around
religious
or philosophical
goals.
These are problems
in Southwest
Georgia,
but they apply to SNCC potentially
if not actually.
in all other projects.
We need to cometoa
resolution
of them in this situation.

Cou~tiand

COX observed that there was stagnation
in Georgia,
not because
of'
Sherrod.
but because
of the nature of the original
goals:
to free men's mind
is too nebulous
to be a basis for organisation.
People
come to the movement
for what they can get, concretely.
We must be prepared
to give them somethin
concreteo
Jim Fo~man

felt that we ought to expand
the program
there into the 3rd Congressional
District,
especially
into Fort Valley
where there is the college
which could be drawn upon. This does not mean that we cannot work with the
people
in the present
counties,
but tries to get out from under their depend
ence on us. Bob Cove4 agreed,
saying that at most we can register
30 people
per month in the area. Politically
we are going nowhere
there.

Vottie

Zeiine~ observed that the national image of Albany is that of a failure. We need to counter
such publicity
as the New Republic
article
and exstaff member
Pete de Ll~~ovoy'~ articles in the Ha~vd~d C~lm~on by something dramatic.and
politically
significant.

Mike Saye4

suggested
that somethlngmight
be learned
from the Mississippi
experience.
The perspective
there is to push to a point where the Federal
Government
is forced to come into the situation.
That should be the perspective
of Southwest
Georgia
also. Perhaps
similar
things
should be done
--Negro
candidates
and a Freedom
Vote registration.
If it is done well
in
the area, it could show, because
of the population,
that if Negroes
had
the right to vote they would have won. On this basis then a number of legal challenges
could'be
made. We must find a way to get the idea of a One
Man-One Vot~! campaign across to the nation. This is a good method: it
also gives people something
to do. It gives a chance
to get across a particular
political
program.
In addition
the inadequacy
of government
programs and solutions
can be exposed.

Chd~leh She~4od

stated,-that he has opposed
this for practical
reasons:we
did not have the resources,
but had to use what we had. At the beginning
all we had were minds and bodies.
We used these to try to get across
a concept of freedom,
which,in
a very practical
sense,
is the necessary
first
step for all other activity.
He is prepared
to broaden
and is in favor of
an explosive
kind of program
if we are prepared
to accept responsibility
for what happens
as a result.
In response
to a question
from Ella Bake4,
Sherrod
stated,that
this "Freedom
of the Mind" can also come as a consequence
of action programs
which develop
first.

John Pe~dew

observed
that we have the conception
that once a man is
he stays free. One action does not make a free man. It is clear from
fact that many previous
participants
in the movement
are now not at
active.
Similarly,
voting will not give to people
total fulfillment:
need something
beyond.
We must develop
a wide diversity
of program,
es, actions,
for different
people.
Success must be measured
in many
ent ways~ and we haven't
been sufficiently
flexible
until now.

free
the
all
they
approachdiffer-

There was a general
feeling
in favor of the expansion
of the Southwest
Georgia
project
into'the
3rd Congressional
District.
Jlm F04man pointed out
that it is not our task to do the work, but to organise
the movement.
We

need

to capitalise

on interest:

e.g. that expressed

by some people

in Maul-

tree. We must also explore whether
there 1s a white population
in the area
that we can reach. lfwe
work on just voter registration,
but agressively
as in Selma, we may be able to force a confrontation
between
the Federal
Government
and the local 12:0vernments--usin~
t.hp
nT"P",pntmnm<>T'lh
••"
<>",rl
~,...nn
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will in the area- as organising
methods.
Espec.allYt
though, we must explore
the white community.
The fact that Slater King received
many votes for mayo
of Albany
in the white districts
should be carefully
considered.
There was a general
consensus
that we must re-evaluate
programs
for
Southwest
Georgia,
explore
some of the suggestions
for changes
in program
suggestedtand
consider
expansion.
The matter
of specific
action on the
subject was referred -by 'Chairman ]oyce-Ladne4
to the Executive
Committee.
A discussion

on the role of whites
and work in the white community
followed
began by saying that the question
of freedom
of the mind applies
to the white alsoo We must destroy
the guilt feelings
of white as well as
black if we are all to be free. Manywhlte
people working
with us are crippled by guilt. In his own work he feels he can work best among the whites
in the Black Belt areas, rather than in the so-called
progressive
areas.
There are so many first steps possible,
which,
once taken, force one to declare oneself
and move into a position
where a break is necessary.
In these
areas, any liberal
act whatsoever
is a radical
act. Identity
is a problem
for those who get involved.
At first guilt over the role of the white community.
and a personal
sense of guilt, forces the white to embrace
"blackness,"
Some of the whites
in SNCC are among the strongest
advocates
of blac:
nationalism.
This is a necessary
.tep for true integration
and must be gone
through.
It is fruitless
for all the whites
in SNCC to try to be Negro. We
must move on to a white nationalism,
must accept what we are before we can
be completely
integrated a We must free our own minds before we can create
a model of a truly integrated
society.
As a result therefore
we need to do
programming
in the white community.
Not among the unemployed,
necessarily.
The Negro movement
did not begin there, but among students.
We need to buil,
a real movement
among white students
so that we can catch up and move ahead
together.

Sam Shi4ah

Mike Saye4 added that whites not only have to feel the problem deeply: they
must -have specific
skills.
Whites have worked because
there were jobs to be
done which needed
their help. Now one of the jobs to be done is work in the
white communityo
Our enemy'is
not segregation
but something
deeper
than tha
and much more concrete.
The goals of the organisation
change as we go throu:
the process
of trying to achieve
them. The proeess
is what is important.
Repo4t by ReginaLd

Robin~on.

A written
report was presented
by ReginaLd Robin~on on the voter regis·
tration
project
in Raleighi
financed
by the VEP and by the Committee
on Political
Education
of the AFL-CIO.
The project
just got under way in late
Fall, and centres
around mobile
registrars
with cooperation
from Raleigh
Citizens'
Associationo
Questions
followed,
and a short discussion
was held
about Raleigho
Among the commants
were:
10

We are working
in Raleigh
because
of VEP money which was available,
primarily.
It is an easy area as far as voter registration
goes, and
could even be a "rest area" for staff from hard core areas (Jim Forman).
20
There is one major problem.
We can register
all of the Negroes
because
the white power structure
feels it can manipulate
them to political
advantage,
in supporting
the Democratic
Party. What we really have to do is
to organise
the Negroes'to
deal with their
problems
and not let them be
used. This is a problem
eventually
with all of SNCC: we can't just register
people and leave. We really must do political
education
and organisation,
which,
at present,
we are not doing (Doug Harris).
3.
Easy registration
is for political
reasons.
The state democratic
party
is worried
about inroads
of the Republicans
and wants to increase
the
power of the Democratic
Party by Negro votes
(Jim Forman).
4<
We should continue
to work there, but in the meantime
look into other
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potential
issues in the community
so that when the time comes to make a
break with_-the power structure,
we can have organisation,
knowledge,
and
whatever
else is needed
to work for Negro interests
(Bernard
Lafayette),
!

Bob Mo~e.~ used

the Raleigh
project
as a beginning
point for comments
about
border areas 1n general.
There are four things we must watch out for and
do in these areas:
1.
This 1s a good place to recruit
new staff, since there are so many
Negro colleges
around,
and part of the task of the staff in these
areas ought to be recruitment.
2.
We must work out a philosophy
of
what to do with Negro office holders, which will emerge
in such areas,
e.g. Atlanta.
We must function
as the critical
left-wing
of their support,
raising
issues to them, and in
general
trying to work out a way to capitalise
on this possibility
to really make gains.
3.
There is a multi-million
dollar
community
development
project
being
planned
for North ·Carolina.
which some p4arsons working
with John Regie
in the National
Council
of Churches
are going to run. We ought to get people on the staff of this project
and get some southern
kids into it, so
that they can benefit
from it. and also so they can help shape it.
4.
What heppens
in the border
states now will set the tone for what happens in the deep South in the future.
We have committed
ourselves
publicly
in such a way as not to be able to play too directly
a role in
the present
shaping
of-the border areas. We have a major role to playas
a critic,
and to push for deeper-changes
than people
are going to work for
on their own.
This 'concluded" the evening
session
anh the last session
of the full
body. Beginning
the-next
day, all meetingsl were of the Executive
Committee
supplemented
by project
heads and a few other persons.
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00 the. Executive. Committee

It was agreed, regarding procedure, "that the secretaries would summarise
the previous discussion on matters to be acted upon, and that the group
would then decide -by·consensus. Other items added to the agenda at this
time were (1) appropriation of money for cars; (2) the Washington Office;
(3) the New York Office. Subsequently, other items were also added to
1-1"12

a g c r.d a

tI

After a brief discussion it was-moved that SNCC offer two staff persons to
the Committee on Appeal For Human Rights to assist their all out drive to
desegregate Atlanta, "and that we assign staff to Buttermilk Bottom as a
separate project (John Lewis).
After discussion-in which it was pointed out the difficulty of thinking of
a section of a city as a separate project, the motion was revised to authorise two field secretaries to be assigned to Atlanta generafly, to work
both with the Committee on Appeal and Buttermilk Bottom and whatever else
may come along. It was stressed that these should be two separate people
and not the Atlanta office staff.
The revisert motion-was

agreed upon

by

consensus.
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11.

Wa~hington~

2

V~ C. Vemon6t4ation

It was moved by Jim Porman that SNCC call for renewed demonstrations
around
t.r.enation"-;-bcginning on or around February 1" on the issue of civil rights
and youth unemployment.
Several variations in time and exact focus were seen as necessary~ dependin
on the local situation. It was suggested that perhaps in the South~ where
Lincoln's birthday is not celebrated, we might consider demonstrations
stay
ing out of school and focusing attention on the school situation.
The concensus was that the Washington demonstration on February
nal renewed demonstrations by youth around the nation~ focusing
rights and youth unemployment.
111

SNCC O~gani4ation

1.

The. Cco4dinating

1 will sigon civil

& Exe.~utiue Committe.e.~, and the 4ole. 06 the. Sta66.

The original proposal, to expand the Executive Committee to 21 by the addition of 6 staff persons elected by the staff, and tc appoint a steering
committee composed of 5 Executive Committee members~ 3 staff persons, and
the Chairman and Executive Secretary, was presented.
A counter motion
was made by Marion Berry that we take the 21 persons and
~"r~
d1v1de them lnto functioning committees, having the whole body meet frequently: this in order to" ensure non~staff participation
in decision making
•• ~

•.~u_~

ioI._'

Extensive discussion was held on the matter of reorganisation~
the basic
concerns being to strike a-balance between efficiency and democracy, and
between staff-domination
and local leadership participation.
The original proposal-was revised by Jim Forman to an eleven person administrative committee, consistTng of 3 staff, 3 Executive Committee members,
2 advisors, the Chairman, and the Executive Secretary and the Staff Coordinator'.
It was stressed. in response to objections, that the main policy making
function would remain with the Coordinating Committee, that the Executive
Committee would still-be central, and that the administration
committee
would function, meeting frequently, as a group for review and implementation of the policy making bodies.
The point was made that a good deal of the problem is due to infrequent and
unrepresentative
meetings of the Executive Committee, and because of the
lack of representation
of Staff.
Jim Forman stated that (1) if we enlarge the Executive Committee to include
staff--three project"heads and three at large--and it were to meet once a
month, with by-laws outlining its responsibility~
then much of the problem
would be solved. (2) In addition) it would still be good for this body to
appoint an administrative
council which could meet quickly to handle emergency problems as they emerge, rather than leaving emergency problems in
the hands of the Chairman and Executive Secretary alone. (3) The Executive
Committee would have to meet monthly on a fixed date.
This reyi..s!,,9, £rop:2.~Elr-e ce i ved general
ee by consensus,

approval

of the group and wa.s accept
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location

to be determined

by the Chairman.

It was agreed by consensus to table appointment of the administrative
committee .until the next meeting when all "the project heads can be present.
Until then, the following were delegated to meet in the function of an administrative committee just before the next Executive Committee meeting to
handle administrative
functions such as agenda: John Lewi~t Jim Fo~man,

Wo~th Long, Ella Bake~# Howa~d Zinn, Bitl Han~en and Le~te~ McKinnie.
20

Stann Coondinaton.

3.

Action on local p~ote~t g~oup~. Since there seems to be inadequate

4.

Mone on the Admini~tnative

IV.

The Uppen Scu.thlBondeJt AJtea.6)

There was general consensus
leave the Selma-project and resume his function

that Worth Long should
as staff coordinator.

attention given to the development and also the role of local protest
groups, the Chairman of the session called for someone to draw up a proposal for action on the part of the Executive Committee to deal with this
problem.
Jim Forman volunteered to present a report to the next Executive
Committee meeting.

Committee. Jim Forman reopened the discussion on the administrative committee by suggesting that it take over
the functions of the personnel committee. There has been a lot of confusion
on who does hiring and staff direction. The understanding ought to be that
locally staff should recruit anyone they w~sh to work with them, but if it
involves financial" support of the individual, then such hiring must go thru
the Atlanta office. 'It was suggested that the procedure would be that the
administrative committee would r-evi.ew staff requests and applications and
report to the Executive Committee, which would actually make decisions.
This will give the matter of hiring and re~ection an organisational
structure, and protect individuals from criticisms.
This understanding of the
personnel function of the administrative committee was agreed upon by consensus of the body.

Recnuitment.
It was agreed that we ought to work out a program of
recruitment of new staff from the schools in the border areas. A proposal was presented by Jim Forman that the Southern Campus Coordinator
should wor-k with four campus travelers," whose concern it would be to do
speaking and recruiting: BJtu~t GoJtdon (Carolinas and Virginia);
Chi~o
Neblett (Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas); William S~a~6oAd
(Alabama and
Georgia);
PAathia Hall (the border areas). In addition, he proposed that
each local project ought to appoint a student coordinator whose function
would be to involve students in the program, and a recruitment person,
whose task
is to find-potential new staff persons. In the discussion it
was brought out that we should (1) make an effort to get to the Southern
meetings of fraternities and sororities (a sheet was passed around to find
out who belonged to what group); and (2) concentrate more on conferences
where students gather, to try to find new staff recruits and new contacts.
The Forman proposal was agreed upon by consensus.
1.

2.

Negno Candidate~Q

It was stated that we ought to work to run candidates
in all areas where we work, to get the issues out before the public.
In 1964, it was suggestedg'we ought to have 14-20 candidates running, not
with an idea of winning~ but to put pressure on the regular candidates.
There was some controversy about the political stands which should be taker. by candidates, some arguing for a moderation of radical program in order to get broad support~ especially in areas where there is a possibility
of winning. Others felt that this way we get trappe~ in the long run and is
self-defeating. There was no consensus and the continuation of the discussion was reserved

for a later date.
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A proposal for expansion of the staff and program of the New York Office
was presented in"a"written form by Jim Monsoniso It asked for the increase
of staff from 2 t04,
to include an office manager type, and a field secretary with southern experience. In program, the proposal was to E'xpand fundraising to $200,000 "goal; to develop some political work in support of Sout
ern action and problems; and to expand services to the Atlanta office.
After the disabilities of a rotating field person were explained, and the
possibility of a substantial independent study for the field secretary were
outlined, ~he proposal was accepted by consensus, subject to finding person
nel.
Jim Monsonis was delegated to work out the problem of personnel with
the administrative committee and submit a report at the next Executive Committee meeting.
rim Forman indicated that such expansions among the Friend
groups in general mean we shall have to consider in the future the matter
of their representation
in the decision making structure of SNCC.

Courtland Cox presented a proposal for the expansion of the Washington offi
making the following points (1) the recently
established Washington office
has not been supported by Atlanta; (2) Bill Mahoney has been making very
useful contacts with the federal agencies and with Congress; (3) the office
ought to expand into"the area of political and social 8ction as well since
it is there; (4) SNCC ought to take the wonk with the
federal government
serj()11<"""
~ send requests to Mahoney for information wanted; (5) financially
the office can support itself and raise additional money.
Bob Moses added that in addition we ought to think of getting
legal training to work there also, to work as Timothy Jenkins
during the past year.

someone with
did part time

It was moved by Jim Forman to accept the proposal, and to include in its
work tackling some of Washington's problems.
In this context there was a
general discussion of several mistakes which have been made, confusions in
description of SNCC policy, etc. It was pointed out that in relation to
the public there are" four sensitive areas of discussion: labor, Negro candidates, openness" of association," and what kind of society we are trying
to achieve. Perhaps we ought to formulate some ways of expressing our beliefs and basic concepts on these issues so as to present out position in
the best light.
It was a~reed .Qy consensus that the question of public
relations and the image t at SN~ presents should be a key topic for the
next meeting of SNCCThe \~ashington proposal for the expansion of the office was accepted .!2Y
consensus, with the recommendation that Bill Mahoney attend the next meeting of the Executive Committee and present a report on Washington activityq

VII.

T~a.nhpo~ta.t-L.on

Ivanhoe Donaldson presented the report on transportation:
SNCC needs a
strongly organised transportation unit, which it does not now have. We
need, for instance~ to complete the arrangement if possible to lease a
fleet of cars,on
which Mike Standard is now working. In addition, with
those cars we presentiy have, we need to develop a discipline and a budgeted plan of use~
Proposals:

10
20

3.

All drivers-are to be covered by AAA or Allstate insurance.
All legitimate traffic fines henceforth are to be paid by the driver,
not SNCC (with some flexibility involved in special cases).
Need to control much more carefully money given to people for travel

4.

expense.
All repairs on cars over $100 should be considered
mine whether they should be made.

carefully

to deter~

It was pointed out that the problem of irresponsibility
with cars has been
discussed before, but no solutions have ever been found. What sometimes
looks like selfish control of a car has to do with responsibility
for its
car and upkeep,
Forman suggested that Ivanhoe undertake the responsibility of being transportation coordinator, and he agreed to set it up at least. It was suggested and ag,reed Qy_ consensus that Ivanhoe present a full report to the next
meeting 0 the EXecutive Committee.
A proposal to get a new bus for Mississippi, made by Ivanhoe,
pending further conversations with the Mississippi people.
It was agreed ~ ~onsensus that all-purchases
will be cleared through Ivanhoe first.

and major

was tabled

repairs

henceforth

After an" explanation of the present negotiations involving the leasing of
a fleet of 20 cars for 2 years for $22,000, it was a~reed ~ consen~us
that should an immediate decision need to be made, t e adm1nistratrve-committee would have that power.

VIII

Advi~o~y

Committee

A proposal presented by Ella Baker that the Advisors draw up a plan for
advisory committees, in at least the following areas : legal, education,
political-economic,
medical-psychiatric,
was !~?reed ~ consensus.
Various suggestions as to persons who might
and several were given at that-time.

IX

Tax-exempt

be included

were invited

by Ella

A~m 06 SNCC

The proposal originally made by Bob Moses, was summarised and re-presented
(see page 11 of the minutes). Bob Moses has asked Ella Baker if she would
direct the setting up of the tax-exempt arm and she has agreed to initiate
it. Charles Sherrod suggested that in view of Miss Baker's long and faithful service to SNCC, we ought to start giving her subsistence and expenses.
Ella Baker responded that she will draw expenses but nothing more. She is
shifting back to New York soon and will undertake this task then. She wants
it understood that she will not compromise other activities and associations
because of this position and that this may eventually cause a problem.

£l

It was agreed
consensus that the proposal as outlined, with Miss Baker
setting up the arm, would-be accepted. On the matter of a list of projects
which should be included in the proposal, Bob Moses suggested that we begin with the various things we are now doing which could be covered. This
was was agreed
concensus.

£l

Miscellaneous:
Bob Moses asked authorisation to send a delegation to New
York to attend the meeting of HARYOU, following up on conversations he had
had on his last trip to New York, exploring whether such a youth program
might not be possible for Southern urban areas. A delegation of Bob, Ella
Baker, Charles Sherrodi and someone from the New York office, was approved
to attend the January 3-4 meetings of HARYOU.

M-tnu.te.6
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M-t.6.6-t.6.6-tppi. Bob Moses reported on possible summer plans for Mississipl
The initiative for summer projects in Mississippi came out of the Free·
dam Vote, when a lot of white students came in. A number of problems are
involved in considering the state with white students this summer, including the development of Negro leadership, possible violence, the ability of
present staff to'direct them, etc. After heated discussion at the last COFO
meeting, it was decided to limit the number of white students in Mississipp:
this summer to 100.
1

0

While I was up in New York, summer projects were being discussed at two
points, The Yale students want to send students down in quantity, feeling that they could pay their own way. A limit of 50 was tentatively suggested to them. The National Council of Churches also plans summer projects in the South in a big way, concentrating
large numbers in organised
projects in cities, e.g. 100 in Savannah. Jack Pratt is working on this,
which will be presented to the Council for United Civil Rights Leadership.
In addition Dr. Blyth of the literacy project is working on a proposal
for a six-week training program in literacy work. If we decide to have
him go ahead and set up such a project he will have to be put on a retainer.
Groups are obviously organising to come down. SNCC has to decide whether
to have a project, what it will do, and how many will be involved.
There

are essentially two proposals. (l)pushed by Al,_kowe~~tei~-, pour in
of s t ud en t s and force a showdown be t we en local and federal governments il! an 010ction year. (2) develop an intensive educational progr~m
and with Bly·~I, work out just how many could be used. Perhaps if we go
ahead with
the latter', th~ National Council of Churches could fund it.Another gr0up of students (graduates) is being organised at Harvard by Guido
Goldma~ ~o work on c~ltural education, working out a program directly with

V thousands

TOUf~;:"Ioo .
/

/'

.,john
Lew-t6 argued for a concentration
of program on Mississippi this summer!
, doing both the smaller, intensive program and the saturation program. The
second part, organised strictly around the issue of voting, can force a
physical showdown between the federal and local governments, which is need~
ed at the time of the'conventions.
Johnson cannot fail to respond.

ChaJtieJ.J
Cobb raised the "consideration of what happer:s after the summer, wher
everyone leaves. Does not feel we can handle the whole situation. Bob Moses
reminded persons 'that eOFO has voted down this suggestion, and it will have
to be brought to them again for consideration.
Joyce Ladner felt that there
might be a negative reaction from local Negro leadership because of this
outside invasion.

Ivanhoe
worked

Vonald~onfelt
that the administrative
part of the problem can be
out, and felt that we need to concentrate on the issue itself.

Bob Mo~e~ pointed out at this point that this is a very divisive question,
having divided people in Mississippi as it has this group. He would not
declare a personal opinion on the question when asked, feeling it would be
too big a responsibility
to make alone.

Ma~ion Be~ny argued in favor of the saturation proposal. This

next year is
an important year politically, with the election. We have had no test of
the new President9 and if we don't do it now, we shall not have a realopportunity again. We shall have to educate people to the dangers involved
and the problems. That can be ha nd Led ; the P!':!':l=>l,+;':>'
""oC'+~~~
~~
~h_.4~ .•..

is our big chance

to force Johnson

to commit

himself.

Jim Fo~man spoke in favor of the proposal,

though with some reservations.
Students from the North bring with them channels of publicity and communication, which is always helpful. It may be difficult during convention time
to organise pressurej but there will be a lot of sentiment for the right
to vote. There might be some problems of discipline: are people coming to
work for SNCC and under our jurisdiction, or "to Mississippi?" That will
be important. If we decide to do this, we shall have to begin by training
a group of 20 now as"sub-section
leaders for the larger group to come.
People will have to understand that they will operate as a unit, coming to
the support across the state to someone in trouble. They must be prepared
to get arrested. When something happens we may concentrate the full force
on one spot.

Cou~tland Cox argued that we do not have the political program for these
people sufficiently clear yet. We need persons to do-the careful educational and organisational work, while using these thousands to creat chaos,
outside links, and to force federal action.
Cha4le4 She4nod expressed concern over the effect of this upon the whole
of SNCC. Are we willing to risk disintegration
of our total ogeration in
such a confrontation?
Jim Mon4oni~ expressed
people

will

just wander

Bob M04e~ summarised
a~9ument.6 6o~:

concern that many undisciplined and unorganised
into the state and confuse the situation.

the argument

as follows:

(a)

a lot of emotional compression is built up around Mississippi which
can be focused.
(t) Mississippi is a larger question than simply racial segregation, but
rather a totalitarian government, a closed society. There is broad
support in the nation for a change of this, which is growing stronger
all the time as more attention is focussed on the state.
(c) there is a great willingness of students to go to Mississippi.
Cd) we can force some kind of confrontation, which will not create change
at this time, but can be a platform, an opening wedge for future
pressure.
(e) the plans will foce some move to buy it off, some negotiation, which
will result in some change at least from the totally status quo situation of the present.

a~gumen.t~ a9ain~.t:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the federal ~nvernment is simply not prpp~red to make the kind of
committment we will be demanding from them.
can we mount enough pressure out of this to make them be prepared; is
this the best place for the final showdown?
will this initiate the threatened bloodbath and have violent consequences we cannot handle?

After further discussion and objections and problems
organisation were-considered,
Marion Berry ~~~:

f

of administration

and

Vu~ing the P~e..6ide.ntiale.lec..tion
/jean o~ 1964, SNCC intend~ to
obtain the ~i9ht 6o~ all c.itizen~ 06 Mi~~i~~ippi to vote, u4ing
a~ many peopte"a~ nec.e.6.6a~/j to obtain that end.

Tha motion was passed unanimously. Bob Moses was asked to discuss our decisions with cora and report back to the next meeting of the Executive Committee where we can' consider whether to go ahead with action. It was sugges"
ed that otherSNCC
leaders go with him for the disC\lssinn wi~h rn~n

Page

2.

Othe~ Summe~ P~oject~

(?)

.'~.:~rman

said that at the next meeting he will present one for
Southwest Georgia.
Marion Berry stated that Knoxville will have a tutorial project this
summer which can take many people. He will present the full plan at
the next meeting.
Bob Moses stated that Atlanta ought to be a good place to recruit summer people for the Albany area; perhaps as a work-study project.

~b)

(c)

3.

~
~oc
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The Political Co»ventlon~

Bob Moses presented on behalf of Jim Bevel the idea that we should form an
ad hoc group to plan strategy for the conventions and to agitate there. A
concern was expressed regarding ad hoc groups and regarding getting caught
supporting watered down demands such as at the March on Washington. Because
of the rather nebulous nature of the proposal at this time, no advantage
was seen in committing ourselves to it. There are possible advantages, thoug
especially since it would be unfortunate not to capitalise on Bayard Rustin'
organisational talents and national image, should he be involved. No deci~ion was' taken at present.
It was decided, however, that should the ad
group meet over a proposal,we
attend the meeting and then consider it.

XI

SNCCEducatlon

The proposal by Howard-Zinn was presented again, followed by the written
proposal by Miles Horton~for quarterly workshops. Joyce Ladner stated that
the two proposals were not in conflict and could be combined. Whoever works
on overall staff education from the AtJanta office could also work out the
details of cooperation with the Horton proposal.
It was agreBd '.In'"'n£Z consensus that the staff coordinator be directed to
out'W!"th Ffowftrdzinn the specific staff needs of his proposal, and to
begin to implement it.

WC'l:rk:

It was agreed to accept the Horton proposal. After discussion on whether
it should be· accept"ed s'ubject to outside funds , it was voted that we should
go ahead' under any conditions as a necessary step in SNCC's program, and
that all offices should work on fund-raising. Dinky Romilly was assigned
the responsibility
for coordination of fund-raising for this proje!ct. She
was directed to consult with Miles Horton for any suggestions he may have
on fund ....
raising.

XII

HUAC and F~eedom·o6

A~~oclatlon

Since the draft statement on HUAC 'had not been prepared, the decision on
a position on HUAC was deferred to the next mE!eting. No specific assignment was made for persons to work on it. It was also agreed to maintain
the present implicit'policy on freedom of association until the next meeting when the position paper will be presented.

National Boycott~

XIII

Ivanhoe' Donaldson' commented on boycotts as a result of the exp e r-Lence with
the call for a boycott on Dan River Mills. He stated that we must be more
careful on calling boycotts, since every time we call one and do not hurt
the company we weaken our attack. There is a maChinery that has been cutlined
We need to implement it in future boycotts.
Q

It was suggested and ?~eed
.£.l consensus that the proposal for the implementation-of boycotts~
circulated before the next meeting. The adminis-

Po.ge
trative
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committee

White.

was assigned

to follow

through
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on this.

Stude.nt--PlLoje.c.,t

Sam Shirah-made a report to supplement his written report on the project
for work among white students and included the following recommendations:

10

that SNCC consider this project as important as any other project in
the movement
To date is has been considered somewhat "speci.al."
that SNCC add persons to the staff to work in teams, possibly as inter-racial teams in some situations.
that they work in-specific areas as outlined in the written report,
including repeat visits.
that they be equipped with cars.
that the project-have a special advisory group.
0

2,
30
40

50

After several questions of information, Shirah outlined some of his approach to campuses. The role of the worker is essentially the same as
that of the Negro in the Negro community; to go in with a radical position and agitate, to try to destroy apathy. In the process you are likely
to alienate white liberals. If you are going to relate people to the movement, you must do this-from the position of the movement. Working through
the white liberal community is roughly parallel to working through the
NAACP in the Negro community. The goal is to so act as to get to that
small minority of potential radicals, and develop them to try to go further. One person should not attempt to convert everyone. This means, for
reasons stated more extensively the other day, that the hard core areas
seem most likely places to work.
The suggestions were then"acted upon:
10
were given approval; with a general vote of confidence.
2.
it was moved that we hire additional people according to need and
budget, it being understood that staff needs for this project shall
be treated as staff needs for any other project.
3.
this was referred to the Staff Coordinator and the Southern Campus
Coordinator4.
this was agreed to, depending on availability and priorities; referred to the Transportation Coordinator and Sam to work out.
S.
this was-accepted.
XV
",...,...

Bob Moses presented the written report from Mississippi, commenting on
some of the projects contained within. On the work-study program, he felt
that this was a major step forward; the money was easily obtained and this
program ought to be extended to other places. For best coordination it oughto be run by SNCC through the proposed tax-exempt arm.
On the food and
clothing drive, he stated that the National Council of Churches has agreed
to handle the proiect through Church World Service, to supply an equivalent amount to what is collected from their nearest warehouse. The New York
office is to follow up on working out the details
of the program. On the
community centers program, Bob stated that the National Council of Churches
has requested the World Council of Churches to consider a project of this
kind in the Delta. This would be run by experienced people from other nationsi!
On coro Bob stated that CORE is going to expend their staff in Mississippi
to ten, concentrating in the 4th District, but under the general COFO discipline. It plans to put $ltOOO per month into the program, no more. SCLC's
investment will come via the citizenship schools; NAACP is not interested
in working in the program. Which leaves the problem of whether SN~r w~n~~

7'
*
f
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to underwnite the'balance of $5rI18.92 pen month pnojected costsr or thethen C0F0 should stant naising funds on"its own, as its constitution aIIows iti on whethen-the program should be cut back.
Aften discussion of COFO, the advantages and disadvantages of wonkirg uDden its name, and the'disadvantages accnuing fnom independent fund-naising
by C0f0 in tenms'-of-eutting:i.nto SNCCTs fund raising, it was m_qyqQ by
Uofrn Lewis that we Eupport-the bredgetr'and it was pgig$.
XVI Southwett Geongia
Because of the houn', discussion on Southwest Geongia pnognam was neferned
to the Executive eonmittee.
At this point, it being 9:30 PM on New Yeants Eve, the meeting was ADJ0URN-

ED, and the appr.opniate party followed.

Minutes taken by"lim.llsnaonit
Prepaned

fon'distnibution. by:

t Cathy Cade
San{ o,Ld"RoLe Lelgh

